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Abstract—Computer-aided diagnosis of gastric diseases from
endoscopy frames is an important task. It facilitates both the
patient and gastroenterologist in terms of time, money and
most important health. Colors are the basic visual features of
endoscopic images and also provide clues about abnormal regions
in endoscopy frames. A variety of color spaces available for
representation of color frames. However, we are not certain
about which color space is more suitable for representing color
features of gastric images. This paper presents a comparison of
color features in different color spaces for detection of abnormal
areas in chromoendoscopy (CH) frames. In addition, the CH
images are segmented by using an existing color-difference
based segmentation method Delta E (∆E). A framework for
automatic segmentation is presented for endoscopy images by
selecting a template image in ∆E by using trained models.
For classification, colors features are also merged with texture
descriptors. The support vector machine (SVM) classifier is
trained on color features and also the hybrid color combined
texture characteristics. Then the trained classifier is used to group
CH frames into abnormal and normal classes. ∆E with manual
template selection has achieved 57.44% accuracy and 56.88%
accuracy with the automated process. Moreover, the suggested
method achieves 86.6% accuracy and 0.91 area under the curve
for the classification of gastric lesions.
Index Terms—abnormality detection, computer aided diagnosis
(CAD), color histogram, segmentation, endoscopy, support vector
machine (SVM).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Video endoscopy is a normal procedure for screening the
gastrointestinal (GI) tract of a patient for potential abnormalities e.g., cancer, ulcer, and bleeding. An endoscope is not more
than a wire with a light source and camera mounted on its
distal tip [1]. However, the investigation of the gastrointestinal
(GI tract via an endoscope is a time spending and tedious task
for the medical experts. In fact, video endoscopy generates a
large number of frames which are then carefully examined by a
gastroenterologist [2]. An automated vision-based system can
play an important role by searching out malignant frames from
all video frames which saves time for the medical experts,
especially when medical experts have to screen too many
patients [3].
Numerous improvements have been made in the simple
white light endoscopy to provide easiness to the gastroenterologist. These advancements highlight the abnormal regions on
the mucosal surface and to make them more prominent to
the medical experts [4]. The chromoendoscopy (CH) is also

an advance form of normal video endoscopy. It is an imageenhanced endoscopy method, in which dyes (methylene blue)
is used to stain the mucosal surface and it highlights the
mucosal patterns [5]. On the other hand, digital filters and
image enhancement techniques are used to manifest the effect
of (traditional colorant-based chromoendoscopy) in the digital
(virtual) chromoendoscopy [6].
The extraction of important characteristics from medical
images is an important step for detection of abnormalities in a
computer-aided diagnosis system. Colors are one of the vital
and basic visual descriptors for the detection of gastric abnormalities [7]. Many studies confirm their role in the detection
of abnormal frames in an endoscopic sequence [8, 9, 10].
The visual description of abnormalities (e.g., bleeding and
ulcer) can be efficiently manifested by color features. Color
images are represented in a combination of color channels in
specific color spaces and CH frames also consist of three color
channels: red, green and blue (RGB). Some well-known color
spaces are hue, saturation, & value (HSV), cyan, magenta,
yellow, & black (CMYK), XYZ and Lab defined by which
is the International Commission on Illumination (CIE). There
are many more color spaces and every color space has its own
application-specific advantages.
In this paper, we also find answers to the following questions:
– How the color features can be used for detection of the
cancerous lesion in CH frames?
– Which color space best for represents color features of the
chromoendoscopy frames?
– Which color space gives an efficient color-texture representation?
– What are the criteria to select a color space to represent
features?

For intuition about the selection of a better color space for
representing color features in CH images, histogram values of
CH images are plotted. The occupancy of colors in different
color spaces by normal and abnormal CH frames is shown in
Figure 1. It is clear from the plots, pixel values of CH frames in
HSV and YCbCr have a uniform distribution over entire colorspace. Whereas the histogram values of other color spaces lead
to uneven distribution plots. Colors distribution directly affects
the discrimination of gastric lesions. The results confirm the
better performance of HSV and YCbCr color spaces for
abnormality detection CH frames.
In our former work, we proposed a feature extraction
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method based on geometric homogeneous texture (GHT)
descriptors for the classification of endoscopy frames, as
these features provide texture description of the CH images
presented in [11]. Further, we analysed the performance of
different classification models by training on LBP texture
features for categorization of CH images. In the case of CH
frames, colors become very essential for discrimination of
abnormal regions. Therefore, in this paper, we compare the
performance of color features extracted by transforming these
in RGB, HSV, XYZ, YCbCr, and Lab color spaces. Then these
features are used for categorization of CH frames.
Color histograms are basic features which can be used
directly for discrimination of frames in endoscopic videos
without further processing. Color features are normally represented by the probability distribution of intensity values of
every channel of an image. These histogram-based features
are normally extracted from a specific channel of images (or
whole triplets containing three channels R, G, and B). In some
existing methods, statistical moments are calculated from these
histograms [12]. Gastric images usually suffer from scale,
rotation, and illumination variations due to an uncontrolled
movement of the camera. Also the presence of air bubble,
food contents and lens distortion are the main reasons for a low
detection rate. The detection of abnormalities in gastric frames
is a difficult task and the dynamics of the GI environment
makes the detection task more challenging [13].
A. Contribution
A little contrast between the mucosal surface and lesion
color in the normal makes it hard to detect gastric lesions
in the white light endoscopy images. In chromoendoscopy,
colors provide aid in visualization the abnormal areas. But,
color features suffer from illumination variations. Therefore,
our main focus in this paper is finding the color space that best
represents the color characteristics of lesions in the CH frames
and efficiently copes with the illumination changes. Moreover,
the main contributions of this paper are summed as:
– The ∆E method requires human involvement for template patch selection for abnormal and normal regions.
Hence, we have automated the template selection procedure of ∆E segmentation method by predicting class
label of frames prior to segmentation.
– For finding the best color space for CH frames, we
empirically compare the classification performance of the
color histogram features, extracted from CH images by
further transforming RGB frames in HSV, XYZ, YCbCr,
and Lab spaces (also from the segmented area by using
∆E presented in [14]).
– We discover also the suitable color space for representing
a combined color-texture description of CH gastric frames
for detection of abnormalities.
– We compare the segmentation results with the current
state-of-the-art methods.
B. Related Work
Numerous systems are proposed by various researchers
for automatic diagnosis of gastric abnormalities from gastric

frames. We have described some methods which use only color
information in one group and other group contains techniques
which include both color and texture information.
1) Color Histogram Features Used For Detection of Abnormal Frames: Basic information which can be extracted from
color channels of an image is manifested by its histograms
because a histogram is the measure of pixels distribution. In
[15], RGB and YCbCr color spaces were used for representation of zoom endoscopy images, histogram every channel was
extracted from every frames form detection of abnormalities.
As the same in [2], where RGB histogram features were
used for detection of wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE)
bleeding frames. In fact, bleeding stains can be effectively
represented by colors. Therefore, HSV color histogram features are preferred over RGB histogram features and for better
uniformity in color space, HSV color histograms were adopted
for classification of bleeding frames instead of RGB [16].
In [17], Local RGB color image histogram was used for
computing threshold for segmentation colonoscopy images.
Further,the CIE-Lab color differences are used to minimize
the error of segmentation. Similarly, in [18] HSI and RGB
channel histograms are extracted from images. Authors then
trained an artificial neural network on extracted features to
classify colonoscopy frames.
2) Color Texture Histogram Features Used For Detection
of Abnormal Frames: The textures are also a basic visual
cue along with colors for describing of any surface. The
abnormal regions in CH frames have a coarse texture. Colors
histogram features can be mixed with texture features for
better representation of gastric lesions. Therefore, a method
presented in [3] uses the color histogram and combined it
with texture features. In this method, I component of the
histogram from HSI, HV histogram from HSV color space.
Then from RGB histogram the Norm RGB histogram, RG
histogram, opponent histogram, and hue histogram are used to
represent endoscopy images. Moreover, these color histograms
are combined with local binary patterns (LBP) texture features.
Color moments from the histogram of RGB and HSV from
color WCE image were extracted and combined with LBP
features for representation of color-texture [19].
A Gaussian filtered LBP (GF-LBP) features were developed and extracted from endoscopic images. By employing
colors details using a pyramidal histogram of images [20].
Similarly, the color histogram features, pyramidal histogram
oriented gradients (PHOG), and LBP texture from super-pixel
were extracted in [21]. Endoscopic images were processed by
dividing into patches. Further, the patches of LBP are extracted
from HSV and RGB channels for patch-based classification
[22]. Color histograms are combined with LBP and HSV color
components histogram are added in different combinations
with LBP features with a neighborhood of 8 and 16 in [23].
In the same way, uniform LBP features are computed by
accounting each channel of endoscopy frame for combining
texture and color information [24].
All described above computer-aided diagnosis systems are
based on histogram features. However, every method uses or
prefer a different color space for extraction of color features.
None of the above described work confirms that a particular
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Fig. 1. The scatter plots show the color distribution and color space utilization of normal and abnormal CH frames, (a) a benign CH frame, (b) a malignant
CH frame, (c) intensity values in RGB color space for normal CH image, (d) intensity values in RGB color space for abnormal CH image, (e) intensity
values in HSV color space for normal CH image, (f) intensity values in HSV color space for abnormal CH image (g) intensity values in XYZ color space
for normal CH image, (h) intensity values in XYZ color space for abnormal CH image, (i) intensity values in YCbCr color space for normal CH image, (j)
intensity values in YCbCr color space for abnormal CH image (k) intensity values in Lab color space for normal CH image, (l) intensity values in Lab color
space for abnormal CH image.

color space has a better color description than others for CH
frames. In this comparison, five elementary color spaces are
employed for the extraction of color descriptors. Moreover,
we also extracted the LBP features from these color spaces
to see the impact of a combination of color-texture on the
classification of CH images. We also provided an automatic
segmented method which requires less involvement of the
gastroenterologist or user.
In our opinion, a histogram is a concise way to represent
digital images and most of the color features extraction meth-

ods are based on histograms [25]. Moreover, the LBP texture
extraction method is also a histogram of locally computed
patterns with a limited dimension. Still, the color and texture
based histograms features are used for recognition related
applications [26, 27, 28]. On the other hand, contemporary,
deep learning methods are very computation extensive and
require a large amount of training data and in the case of
chromoendoscopy data is very limited which is dealt by data
argumentation but not very effective and produce similar
classification results.
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Fig. 2.

The architecture of proposed computer aided diagnostic system

Colors help in visualization can be used for color-based
segmentation of gastric lesions in the gastric frames. The
∆E method requires human involvement for template patch
selection for abnormal and normal regions. A patch from the
abnormal region is first explicitly selected by the expert then
the threshold is calculated based on intensity values compared
with input images pixels. Segmentation is performed based
on that threshold. Hence, we have automated the template
selection procedure of ∆E segmentation method by predicting
the class-label based input frame prior to segmentation. The
features are given to a trained classifier then the template is
selected based on input features further the threshold value is
calculated by sliding this template over the entire chromoendoscopy image to perform binary segmentation is performed.
In the proposed framework, the template image is automatically selected by extracting color features from images. By using prior classification for template selection, reduces the issue
regarding human engagement and moved a step towards fully
automated segmentation. Hence provides a second opinion and
ease to the gastroenterologist in diagnosing cancerous regions
and further will help in automation of surgical procedures by
marking diseased area.
The paper is organized is as follows: An overview of color
spaces for the detection of gastric abnormalities based on color
as well as texture histogram features is given in Section II.
The proposed method for segmentation and classification are
also described in Section II. The results of segmentation and
classification are presented in Section III. Also this section
provides a discussion on results. This paper is concluded with
future work in Section IV.

II. F RAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATIC S EGMENTATION OF
G ASTRIC I MAGES
As described in earlier sections, colors are important characteristics for visual inspection of gastric images. If we
consider CH images, colors become important descriptors for
the detection of the abnormal gastric mucosa. In this study, we
use color features for classification and segmentation of CH
images. We summarized the proposed solution in Algorithm
1 and in Figure 2.

A. Color Histogram
The histogram is a basic statistical measure for the intensity
distribution of an image [29]. Moreover, a histogram of an
image is calculated by counting occurrences of every pixel of
an image.
1) Color Spaces: There exist many color systems to represent digital images and each color system has its own
applications. A short review of color spaces is described as
follows:
a) RGB Color Model: RGB is a default color space of
every image produced by an endoscopy. The RGB color space
comprises 3 color components or channels: red, green, and
blue. Each channel represents the intensity of each color in an
image. There is no need to transform an image for extraction of
RGB histogram features. The problem with RGB color space
is sometimes unable to represent colors in the visual spectrum
efficiently. On color gamuts, the RGB color space has a limited
area for color representation. Some studies confirm that RGB
is not the best option for extraction of color features because
of its insufficient color spectrum utilization [30].
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b) HSV Color Model: HSV is another color space which
represents color in terms of hue, saturation, and value. RGB
images can be easily transformed to HSV color space by
following simple steps. It has been reported that the HSV color
histogram has better performance in case describing lesion of
gastric images [31].
c) Lab Color Model: Lab color space is designed by
the CIE and developed for representing an image with more
color uniformity [32]. In Lab color space, the L represent
the illumination, a represents opponents green-red, and b
blue-yellow. Moreover, in the CIE-Lab color differences are
regarded as proportional to distances in the space.
d) YCbCr Color Model: YCbCr is also a part of the
color space family system for representing images and videos.
In YCbCr, Y represent the luminance part, Cb is the color
component with blue variation and Cr is the component with
red color variation. YCbCr histograms efficiently have been
used for the task of bleeding frames detection [33].
e) XYZ Color Model : In XYZ color space X, Y, and
Z refers to coordinates of color gamuts. Similar to Lab color
space, XYZ color space was also created by CIE. The lab can
be derived by simple formulas of XYZ. However, the Lab is
more uniform than the XYZ color space.
B. Color Feature Representation
In this paper, we represent color features by computing
histogram of every color channel of images in each color
space. we can represent histogram of 3 channels shown in
Equation 1 as described below:
L
L
L
X
X
X
H(I1,2,3 ) = [
p(i1 )
p(i2 )
p(i3 )]
i=0

i=0

(1)

i=0

H is histogram of an image with L total gray-levels, i
is a single gray-value, and p is probability of a gray value
calculated The features set is formed by combining histogram
values of first, second, and third channel of all images. For
example if we consider an image in RGB color space, the I1 ,
I2 , and I3 represent red, green, and blue channels accordingly.
Similarly, the H(I1,2,3 ) depicts the histogram of all three
channels.
F = [H(I1 ), H(I3 ), H(I3 ))]
(2)
The features set is constructed by histogram values of the
first, second, and third channel. In case of RGB color space,
H(I1 ), H(I2 ), and H(I3 ) are the histogram values of its threechannel correspondingly. We can use this representation for all
color spaces, as all color spaces used in this study are based
on three color components.
Then, the features set is formed by the concatenation of
every channel’s histogram values in a row vector to represent
the color features for an endoscopic frame. These features
are extracted by transforming every frame into each color
space. Moreover, color features of individual channels are also
used for training the SVM classifier. Thus, we have extracted
features from a single channel of all color images in each color
space. The features set containing histogram of all channels is
used to represent the CH images.

Algorithm 1 Steps Involved in Image-level and Lesion-level
Classification of CH images
Input: CH F rames in
Output: Decision out
1: Color Space Transformation // convert images into different color spaces
2: if Lesion-level Classification then
3:
Apply ∆E for Selection of ROI // for lesion-level classification
4:
Extract Histogram Features From Lesions
5: else
6:
Extract Histogram Features from Whole CH Images // for image-level classification
7: end if
8: Split Data-set Using Cross Validation // randomly select data for training and testing
9: Train SVM Classifier By Providing Class Labels∈(Abnormal, Normal)
10: The Trained Classifier Tested with Test-set
11: return Class-labels of the Test-set

C. Color-based Segmentation of Gastric Lesions for Classification
Segmentation of gastric lesions is a challenging task because
of the variations in gastric frames. The shape-based fitting
methods do not show good performance on segmentation of
gastric lesions because gastric lesions are without a specific
geometric structure or shape. In this paper, we have used a
color-based segmentation method for detection gastric lesions.
∆E method based on the color difference, in this method, a
lesion is segmented by determining the color distance between
a template image and the input image. The template images
are cropped sub-images, manually selected from the lesion
of both normal and abnormal CH images. By finding this
difference, a threshold value has been generated to ensure the
best segmentation criteria for gastric images. We have two
cases in this scenario: normal and abnormal. Therefore, for
segmentation of normal CH images, a normal image template
is used to find the color difference. Similarly, the abnormal
template image is compared with abnormal CH images to get
a threshold value based on the energy difference of ∆E [34].
CH images areregion of interest (ROI) selected by applying
tolerance upon the template and images energy differences as
given in Equation 3 and 4. It is worth mentioning here that
the overall segmentation depends on the selection of threshold
which is computed from the ∆E method. This threshold
value highly depends upon the selection of a template image.
Therefore, these parameters are selected with great caution.
Prior to the calculation of energy difference of template image
and input CH image, both are transformed into CIE-Lab
color space. The reasons behind using Lab color space is its
uniformity and better color separation.
The euclidean distance of color components of an input
image Li , ai , and bi is taken from corresponding color
components of the template image Lt , at , and bt and can
be given as:
∆E =

p
(Li − Lt ) + (ai − at ) + (bi − bt )

where ∆L = Li − Lt , ∆a = ai − at , ∆b = bi − bt
(3)
In Equation 3, ∆L represents the difference of lightness,
∆a denotes the difference of red and green colors in input
and template images. Moreover, ∆b referred to the distance
between yellow and blue colors in the input and template
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images. Where the subscript i is used for representing input
and t for template image respectively.
The calculated threshold is then used for segmentation of
CH images according to its class type. The segmentation is
performed by applying a threshold on each CH frames as
described in Equation 4.

1 if Ii > T∆E
Ib =
(4)
0 otherwise

CH frame, the extracted LBP histogram features from every
channel are concatenated with another channel to form a
features row vector to represent a CH image. These features
are extracted from the whole and segmented CH frames. Then,
we compare its results with color features. Also to see the
influence of different color spaces on the performance of LBP
features, images are transformed into distinct color spaces.

where the Ii is input image and Ib is a binary image
obtained by applying threshold T∆E which is calculated by
the ∆E method. Then, using this Ib image we have obtained
the segmented image by just multiplying it with the original
image as shown in Figure 2.

E. Classification

Ilesion = Ii × Ib

(5)

Next the color descriptors are obtained from the ROI of the
images for classification of lesions which are segmented by
this ∆E method. However, we have also extracted color texture
features which are described in next subsections.
D. Color Texture Features Representation
After the extraction of color features, we were curious about
the combination of color-texture features because the texture
is also a basic visual cue which is used for describing the
properties of a surface (e.g., coarse or smooth). It is already
known that the abnormal regions have a very coarse texture
[35]. Therefore, we have used the LBP features to render the
texture of CH images. The LBP is calculated by a window
operation over the entire images and computing the local
texture inside a window. Equations 6 and 7 describes the LBP
operator [36].
LBP =

N
X

v(in − ic )2N

(6)

n=0

N is the neighborhood and ic is central pixel and in is
the neighboring pixel of an input image. The difference of
every neighboring pixel to central pixel is computed and a
binary code is assigned to the neighboring pixel according to
Equation 7.

1
if d ≥ 0
v(d) =
where d = in − ic
(7)
0 otherwise,
Later the binary values obtained by every neighborhood are
converted to decimal and a histogram of these decimal values
are computed to represent the texture of an image. For texture
color representation of every CH image, the LBP operator
has applied to each channel of CH images by representing
it in every color space. The color texture features can be
represented as:
P

N
( n=0 v(in − ic )2N )1
P
N 
ColorLBP = ( N
(8)
n=0 v(in − ic )2 )2 
PN
N
( n=0 v(in − ic )2 )3
here N is the neighborhood and ic is central pixel and
in is the neighboring pixel of an input image. For a single

In this paper, classification is performed based on lesionlevel and image-level. In lesion-level classification, the features are extracted from only the region of interest (ROI) are
used for training and testing classifier. On the other hand, in
image level classification, the feature are extracted from whole
CH frames are used for training and testing procedures. For
classification of the gastric lesion and abnormal frames, we
have used SVM classifier. The SVM classifies images based
on features by maximizing the decision boundary between
features, extracted from abnormal and normal frames.
A binary SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel function
has used with an auto selection of kernel size based on
training data. Moreover, the descriptors are normalized, prior
to training the SVM classifier. The reasons for using a simple
classifier is to test the discrimination power of descriptors.
Then the SVM classifies the CH frames on the basis of their
color and color -texture descriptors. The setting for training
and testing are described in experimentation section.

F. Automatic Selection of Template based on Trained Models
This procedure of segmentation involves manual operation
of template selection which makes its use very restrictive because each time before segmentation the user has to explicitly
mention whether an image is normal or abnormal. In the
proposed framework, we have eliminated this manual task by
automatic selection of template images based on the trained
classifier. We have chosen trained classifier models with best
results and classify images prior to segmentation and then
select a template based on a prediction of the classifier as
shown in Figure 2.

G. Experimentation and Settings
1) Training and Testing: The testing and training data have
and an explicit partition which is given by its providers.
However, training a classifier using the hold-out method is
not an effective way of judging the classification performance
of a classifier. Training and testing of the SVM model are
performed by dividing the data-set randomly. For a better
performance estimation, k-cross-validation is used for testing
and training of the SVM classifier. In k-cross data validation
method the data-set is randomly partitioned into k subsets.
After the division of data into k subsets, training of classifier
is done by using a subset and rest of subsets are employed for
testing.
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2) Material and Settings: In this experimentation, a publicly available dataset is used for classification. There are 176
CH frames in the data-set1 , which are collected by experts on
a daily routine screening. After the acquisition, these frames
were annotated by medical experts (Dr. Dinis-Ribeiro, Dr.
Miguel Areia), and data-set also contains the segmentation
masks results in a gold-standard for final annotation.
The data-set contains images with three categories. Group
I contains images with normal mucosa, where the other two
groups having images with an abnormal mucosa. Images in
group II have CH frames with a mucosal condition called
metaplasia and group III have images of patients suffering
from dysplasia.
56 CH images belong to group I, which is a normal group
and 31.8% of the whole data-set. Group II contains 96 images
and is 54.5%. Group III has 24 CH frames with 13.6% of
whole images data-set.
All experiments are performed using MATLAB, and by
employing computer-vision and machine-learning toolboxes
for implementation of feature extraction methods.
3) Accuracy Measure: The performance of color and texture feature extraction method and existing feature extraction
approaches is compared based on following criteria: specificity
(Spec) in Equation 9, sensitivity (Sen) in Equation 10, accuracy (ACC) in Equation 11 and area under the curve (AUC)
in Equation 12.
Spec =

TN
FP + TN

(9)

Sen =

TP
TP + FN

(10)

TP + TN
P +N

(11)

T P R(T )F P R0 (T )dT

(12)

Accuracy =

Z

∞

AU C =
−∞

The sensitivity of the system provides the likelihood (also
known as the true positive rate) of correctly detecting abnormal
CH frames and lesions. On the contrary, the specificity of
the system hints about the ability to handle normal cases and
correctly classify normal CH images (also known as the True
negative rate). AUC of this system is the ratio of true detection
and false detection rate. Where the accuracy is a combined
measure of the system’s performance.
The quantitative assessment of segmented areas is done by
comparing ground-truth values with the output of the proposed
method. We used Sorensen-Dice (DSC) index as shown in
Equation 13 where TP and FP are correctly segmented pixels.
We also the computed accuracy of segmentation based on
Equation 11.
DSC =

2T P
2T P + F P + F N

1 https://aidasub-chromogastro.grand-challenge.org/

(13)

TABLE I
R ESULTS OF SVM C LASSIFIER USING 10 C ROSS - VALIDATION ON
D ETECTION OF A BNORMAL F RAMES BASED ON C OLOR F EATURES
E XTRACTED F ROM W HOLE CH F RAMES
Features

TN

FN

FP

TP

Sen

Spec

ACC

AUC

RGB

31

25

4

116

82%

89%

84%

0.89

R

34

22

5

115

84%

87%

85%

0.89

G

26

30

4

116

79%

87%

81%

0.87

B

23

33

2

118

78%

92%

80%

0.87

HSV

37

19

6

114

86%

86%

86%

0.90

H

36

20

6

114

85%

86%

85%

0.90

S

18

38

6

114

75%

75%

75%

0.84

V

33

23

6

114

83%

85%

84%

0.89

Lab

31

25

2

118

83%

94%

85%

0.90

L

29

27

6

114

81%

83%

81%

0.87

a

32

24

14

106

82%

70%

78%

0.85

b

24

32

4

116

78%

86%

80%

0.87

YCbCr

23

33

4

116

78%

85%

79%

0.86

Y

33

23

4

116

83%

89%

85%

0.90

Cb

25

31

5

115

79%

83%

80%

0.86

Cr

31

25

6

114

82%

84%

82%

0.88

XYZ

31

25

2

118

83%

94%

85%

0.90

X

29

27

5

115

81%

85%

82%

0.88

Y

26

30

5

115

79%

84%

80%

0.87

Z

23

33

4

116

78%

85%

79%

0.86

III. R ESULTS
Following the features extraction step, SVM model is
trained on tested on these feature sets. The color features
are extracted by representing images in every color space. In
this experimentation, we have extracted color features from a
single, as well as combined channels of color images. Using
10 cross-validations the SVM classifier is trained and tested
and classification results have shown in Table I. The results
signify that the color descriptors show good performance for
classification of CH frames. Additionally, the RGB color space
performs similar to all other color spaces except the HSV color
space. The Hue component of CH channel has the highest
performance than all other color spaces and their individual
channels. However, the combined channels color histogram
features show similar performance. Lab and HSV color spaces
well-performed in terms of accuracy.
Cubic scatter plots of abnormal and normal CH images
(shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b)) have depicted in Figure 1(c)
and 1(d). Similarly, the scatter plots of CH these frames by
transforming these frames into different color spaces to see
the occupancy of color values in a color space which is taken
by a CH frame. It is apparent from these scatter plot that the
CH images have better utilization of color space in HSV. This
property of HSV color space also reflected in classification
results of CH images. Figure 3 shows the ROC analysis of
SVM classifier. AUCs of SVM classifier trained on various
color space features is also shown in Figure 3. These are the
results of training and testing SVM classifier by extracting
color features from individual and combined channels of color
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3. ROCs and AUCs of SVM classifier using 10 cross-validation on detection of abnormal frames based on color features extracted from whole CH
frames, (a) ROC curve of SVM classifier on color features extracted from images in RGB color space from individual and all channels, (b) HSV color space
from individual and all channels, (c) Lab color space from individual and all channels, (d) XYZ color space from individual and all channels, (e) YCbCr
color space from individual and all channels.

CH images.
Table II exhibits the classification results of CH lesions
which are extracted using the ∆E method. The analysis is
achieved by excerpting color descriptors from the gastric
lesion. The classification results depict, HSV based color
features have greater performance than other color features,
which are extracted from different color spaces and achieves
85% accuracy. Specifically, the Hue channel of HSV color
spaces has a good description of gastric lesions. Moreover,
the description of gastric lesions in other color spaces does
not exhibit good lesion description. It is also apparent from
Table II that first channel of every color image in every color
spaces have a higher lesion level accuracy.
Same as the above, ROC analysis of the SVM classifier has
shown Figure 4. The ROCs curves reflect the performance of
HSV color space and show the HSV color spaces performs better than other counterparts. When the SVM classifier is trained
on each color channel for classification of CH lesions. SVM
classifier gives a similar performance on the classification of
CH lesions in other color spaces. However, one thing which is
interesting is that the first channel in every color space shows
better performance and contains discrimination power than the
other 2 channels.
As we have expressed in the earlier section, colors are basic
descriptors and play an important role in the discrimination of
CH lesions and CH frames. It can also be verified by results
presented in Table I and Table II. For further experimentation,

TABLE II
R ESULTS OF SVM C LASSIFIER USING 10 C ROSS - VALIDATION ON
D ETECTION OF A BNORMAL F RAMES BASED ON C OLOR F EATURES
E XTRACTED F ROM S EGMENTATION AREA OF CH F RAMES
Features

TN

FN

FP

TP

Sen

Spec

ACC

AUC

RGB

24

32

3

117

79%

89%

80%

0.87

R

33

23

6

114

83%

85%

84%

0.89

G

27

29

5

115

80%

84%

81%

0.87

B

27

29

7

113

80%

79%

80%

0.86

HSV

25

31

4

116

79%

86%

80%

0.87

H

33

23

4

116

83%

89%

85%

0.90

S

26

30

5

115

79%

84%

80%

0.87

V

31

25

6

114

82%

84%

82%

0.88

Lab

25

31

3

117

79%

89%

81%

0.87

L

31

25

5

115

82%

86%

83%

0.88

a

28

28

5

115

80%

85%

81%

0.87

b

26

30

5

115

79%

84%

80%

0.87

YCbCr

24

32

2

118

79%

92%

81%

0.87

Y

32

24

5

115

83%

86%

84%

0.89

Cb

28

28

6

114

80%

82%

81%

0.87

Cr

30

26

5

115

82%

86%

82%

0.88

XYZ

25

31

3

117

79%

89%

81%

0.87

X

33

23

6

114

83%

85%

84%

0.89

Y

28

28

5

115

80%

85%

81%

0.87

Z

32

24

6

114

83%

84%

83%

0.88
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 4. ROCs and AUCs of SVM classifier using 10 cross-validation on detection of abnormal frames based on color features extracted from segmentated
are of CH frames, (a) ROC curve of SVM classifier on color features extracted from images in RGB color space from individual and all channels, (b) HSV
color space from individual and all channels, (c) Lab color space from individual and all channels, (d) XYZ color space from individual and all channels, (e)
YCbCr color space from individual and all channels.

TABLE III
R ESULTS OF SVM C LASSIFIER USING 10 C ROSS - VALIDATION ON
D ETECTION OF A BNORMAL F RAMES BASED ON C OLOR -T EXTURE (LBP)
F EATURES E XTRACTED F ROM W HOLE CH F RAMES
Features

TN

FN

FP

TP

Sen

Spec

ACC

AUC

RGB

39

17

12

108

86%

76%

84%

0.88

R

42

14

13

107

88%

76%

85%

0.89

G

34

22

14

106

83%

71%

80%

0.85

B

32

24

11

109

82%

74%

80%

0.86

HSV

32

24

8

112

82%

80%

82%

0.88

H

23

33

5

115

78%

82%

78%

0.86

S

38

18

12

108

86%

76%

83%

0.88

V

35

21

12

108

84%

74%

81%

0.87

Lab

31

25

10

110

81%

76%

80%

0.86

L

11

45

3

117

72%

79%

73%

0.83

a

32

24

13

107

82%

71%

79%

0.85

b

22

34

10

110

76%

69%

75%

0.83

YCbCr

41

15

9

111

88%

82%

86%

0.90

Y

36

20

13

107

84%

73%

81%

0.87

Cb

29

27

9

111

80%

76%

80%

0.86

Cr

30

26

12

108

81%

71%

78%

0.85

XYZ

35

21

10

110

84%

78%

82%

0.88

X

38

18

10

110

86%

79%

84%

0.89

Y

36

20

8

112

85%

82%

84%

0.89

Z

29

27

8

112

81%

78%

80%

0.86

we combined these color features by extracting LBP textures
from every the channel of the images by transforming images
in each color space. This representation of images provides
both colors as well as texture information. However, the color
texture representation can enhance or decrease the classification performance. Table III shows the classification results of
SVM classifier using a 10 cross-validation. The results show
that the YCbCr color space well-performed when the LBP
texture features are extracted from images, which have been
transformed to YCbCr. The reasons for a good performance
of YCbCr is its better uniformity of colors and separation
of lumination component. The Y component in YCbCr color
space represents luminance and it separates colors from the
intensity. Moreover, the LBP texture does not efficiently cope
with the illumination variations. ROC analysis of SVM has
presented in Figure 5 and it is clear from AUC, that the YCbCr
have better discrimination than other color spaces when an
image's texture is represented by LBP.
After the extraction of color-texture features from whole
CH images, these features are also extracted from gastric
lesions which were segmented by (manual) ∆E method. The
classification results of lesions have shown in Table IV.
It is visible from results that YCbCr color space provides a
good description to CH images with a combination of textures.
Moreover, the classification performance accuracy of X and Y
components in XYZ color space also have better performance
than all other color texture features. The ROCs and AUCs
of SVM classifier on color-texture features on different color
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5. ROCs and AUCs of SVM classifier using 10 cross-validation on detection of abnormal frames based on color texture (LBP) features extracted from
whole CH frames, (a) ROC curve of SVM classifier on color features extracted from images in RGB color space from individual and all channels, (b) HSV
color space from individual and all channels, (c) Lab color space from individual and all channels, (d) XYZ color space from individual and all channels, (e)
YCbCr color space from individual and all channels.

spaces have shown in Figure 6.
All these above-described results are compiled by performing experimentation a single time. However, all these results
are acquired through running experimentation one time, as the
data has randomly selected by 10-cross-validation. Therefore,
for more concrete results, the testing and training procedure
of SVM classifier is repeated over 100 times to get an average
accuracy with 95% confidence interval. The average accuracies
and AUCs of SVM classifier on 10 cross-validations with a
margin of error have shown in Table V.
It is clear from average results presented in Table V, the
HSV color space has a better performance on both levels of
classification when only color features are extracted from CH
frames. The higher average accuracy values are highlighted in
bold in Table V. Moreover, the YCbCr and XYZ color spaces
well-performed when used with a combination of LBP texture
features.
A. Discussion
It is apparent from results, the colors and LBP based
colour-texture features can be used for classification of
abnormal frames of CH images with a certain accuracy.
The color features provide good discrimination in both
image-level and lesion-level classification. However, there are
some limitations of our system. The proposed framework uses
colors for patch selection, segmentation and classification.
The color features are inherently illumination sensitive [24]

TABLE IV
R ESULTS OF SVM C LASSIFIER USING 10 C ROSS - VALIDATION ON
D ETECTION OF A BNORMAL F RAMES BASED ON C OLOR -T EXTURE (LBP)
F EATURES E XTRACTED F ROM L ESION OF CH F RAMES
Features

TN

FN

FP

TP

Sen

Spec

ACC

AUC

RGB

35

21

15

105

83%

70%

80%

0.85

R

35

21

15

105

83%

70%

80%

0.85

G

35

21

19

101

83%

65%

77%

0.83

B

30

26

14

106

80%

68%

77%

0.84

HSV

37

19

10

110

85%

79%

84%

0.88

H

27

29

12

108

79%

69%

77%

0.84

S

38

18

16

104

85%

70%

81%

0.86

V

30

26

15

105

80%

67%

77%

0.84

Lab

34

22

12

108

83%

74%

81%

0.86

L

2

54

1

119

69%

67%

69%

0.81

a

30

26

16

104

80%

65%

76%

0.83

b

25

31

8

112

78%

76%

78%

0.85

YCbCr

40

16

12

108

87%

77%

84%

0.89

Y

39

17

17

103

86%

70%

81%

0.86

Cb

29

27

12

108

80%

71%

78%

0.85

Cr

33

23

13

107

82%

72%

80%

0.86

XYZ

35

21

10

110

84%

78%

82%

0.88

X

38

18

8

112

86%

83%

85%

0.90

Y

40

16

10

110

87%

80%

85%

0.89

Z

26

30

9

111

79%

74%

78%

0.85
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6. ROCs and AUCs of SVM classifier using 10 cross-validation on detection of abnormal frames based on color texture (LBP) features extracted from
segmentated are of CH frames, (a) ROC curve of SVM classifier on color features extracted from images in RGB color space from individual and all channels,
(b) HSV color space from individual and all channels, (c) Lab color space from individual and all channels, (d) XYZ color space from individual and all
channels, (e) YCbCr color space from individual and all channels.
TABLE V
AVERAGE ACCURACY AND A REA U NDER THE C URVE OF SVM CLASSIFIER OVER MULTIPLE COLORS AND COLOR - TEXTURE FEATURES FOR
CLASSIFICATION OF LESION - LEVEL AND IMAGE - LEVEL CH IMAGES
Classification

Image Level

Features

Colors

Lesion Level
Color-Texture

Colors

Color-Texture

Channels

ACC

AUC

ACC

AUC

ACC

AUC

ACC

AUC

RGB

84.5%±0.2

0.90±0.001

82.8%±0.2

0.88±0.001

82.4%±0.2

0.88±0.001

80.4%±0.2

0.86±0.002

R

83.8%±0.2

0.89±0.001

84.1%±0.2

0.88±0.001

86.3%±0.2

0.91±0.001

78.8%±0.3

0.85±0.002

G

80.0%±0.2

0.87±0.001

79.7%±0.3

0.86±0.002

79.7%±0.2

0.86±0.001

75.9%±0.3

0.83±0.002

B

81.3%±0.1

0.88±0.001

81.6%±0.2

0.87±0.002

79.6%±0.2

0.87±0.001

77.6%±0.3

0.84±0.002

HSV

85.8%±0.2

0.90±0.001

82.5%±0.2

0.88±0.002

85.0%±0.2

0.90±0.001

82.7%±0.3

0.88±0.002

H

85.1%±0.3

0.90±0.002

77.3%±0.2

0.85±0.001

86.6%±0.2

0.91±0.002

77.6%±0.2

0.85±0.002

S

74.2%±0.2

0.83±0.002

83.6%±0.2

0.88±0.002

77.7%±0.3

0.85±0.002

81.4%±0.3

0.86±0.002

V

83.2%±0.2

0.89±0.002

81.1%±0.2

0.87±0.002

80.9%±0.3

0.87±0.002

77.6%±0.3

0.84±0.002

Lab

84.2%±0.1

0.89±0.001

81.0%±0.2

0.87±0.001

79.8%±0.1

0.86±0.001

80.3%±0.2

0.86±0.001

L

81.4%±0.1

0.88±0.001

73.6%±0.2

0.84±0.001

67.0%±0.4

0.79±0.003

68.1%±0.2

0.81±0.001

a

79.8%±0.2

0.86±0.001

78.0%±0.1

0.85±0.001

77.4%±0.2

0.84±0.001

76.5%±0.1

0.83±0.001

b

80.6%±0.1

0.87±0.001

74.4%±0.2

0.83±0.001

78.7%±0.1

0.86±0.000

78.3%±0.2

0.85±0.001

YCbCr

80.3%±0.2

0.87±0.001

85.3%±0.2

0.89±0.002

80.3%±0.2

0.87±0.002

83.4%±0.2

0.88±0.002

Y

83.3%±0.2

0.89±0.001

82.0%±0.2

0.87±0.001

81.6%±0.3

0.87±0.002

79.5%±0.3

0.85±0.002

Cb

81.2%±0.2

0.87±0.001

79.1%±0.2

0.86±0.001

81.4%±0.2

0.88±0.001

77.8%±0.3

0.84±0.002

Cr

81.0%±0.2

0.87±0.001

78.4%±0.2

0.85±0.002

81.1%±0.2

0.87±0.002

77.0%±0.3

0.84±0.002

XYZ

82.8%±0.2

0.88±0.001

82.9%±0.1

0.88±0.001

83.3%±0.2

0.89±0.001

82.8%±0.2

0.88±0.001

X

82.6%±0.2

0.88±0.001

84.7%±0.2

0.89±0.001

82.9%±0.2

0.88±0.001

84.3%±0.2

0.89±0.001

Y

82.1%±0.2

0.88±0.001

85.9%±0.2

0.90±0.001

80.2%±0.2

0.87±0.001

84.5%±0.2

0.89±0.001

Z

79.7%±0.1

0.87±0.001

78.5%±0.2

0.85±0.002

79.9%±0.1

0.87±0.001

75.5%±0.3

0.84±0.002
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and subsequently impacts the accuracy of this system. The
issue with colour features is the illumination invariance due
to the variable distance of light-source from the mucosal
surface. An illumination invariance can be dealt with by
transforming the images into different colour spaces to
exempt the illumination invariance components from images.
The issue with the transformation of one color space to others
may lead to loss of valuable information [37].
Color-texture features provide a better description when the
CH images are transformed in YCbCr color space. Similarly,
the X and Y components in XYZ color space shows a better
accuracy than other colors spaces in image level classification.
However, the lesion-level classification based on color-texture
features do not exhibits better performance relative to color
features.
We can also conclude from the results that the color features
have a good discrimination power in case of CH images
for detection of abnormal frames. Moreover, if we see the
average results, HSV color space better performs when it is
used for only color histogram features. However, the YCbCr
color space best to combined with texture information for the
representation of abnormal images and lesions.
The performance of segmentation considerably depends
upon the selected template. If the CH frames are correctly categorized the template based on the classification will affect the
segmentation procedure. Therefore, the performance of SVM
classifier was computed by transforming images in different
color spaces. And due to a better uniformity and representation
of color spaces for colors in images have provided better
discrimination for lesions in CH images.
As it has shown in Table V, HSV, RGB, and Lab color
spaces provide better discrimination for image-level classification. However, the SVM classifier does not well classifies
images when these lesions are represented in Lab color space.
Moreover, the lesion-level accuracy of the gastric lesions is
higher by using color features in HSV and RGB color spaces.
The reason behind it is in image-level classification, non-lesion
pixels are also processed for features extraction. On the other
hand, in lesion level classification, color features are only
extracted from ROIs instead of whole images.
Color-texture analysis of images is performed by extracting
LBP texture from different channels of CH images in different
color spaces. The performance of color-texture representation
is shown Table V. Color-texture features provide a better
description when the CH images are transformed in YCbCr
color space. Similarly, the X and Y components of XYZ
color space show a better result in image level classification.
However, the lesion-level classification based on color-texture
features does not exhibit better performance relative to color
features.
From all the above results, we can conclude that the color
features have a good discrimination power in case of CH
images for detection of abnormal frames. Moreover, if we see
the average results, HSV color spaces well-performed when it
is used for only color histogram features. However, the YCbCr
color space best to combined with texture information for the

representation of abnormal images and lesions.
The existing features extraction methods used for the classification of CH are based on texture features as given in
[35, 11]. These methods are complex and do not efficiently
incorporate the color information with textures, as a fact that
colors are important visual cues especially in CH images. On
the other side, these feature extraction methods are very simple
and require less computation.
Table VI shows a comparison of average segmentation
results of existing methods on CH images with the ∆E
method. There is a minor difference between the results of
manual ∆E and proposed automatic procedure. However, the
automatic selection of a template from classification prior
to segmentation minimizes the involvement of the medical
experts in the selection of template images. Further, it also
provides a second opinion to the gastroenterologist in decision
making for marking the gastric area for surgery. Also we
have compared the segmentation results with K-mean [38]
using only color information and color with spatial data [39],
Normalized Cut [13], Mean-shift [40] using colors and spatial
information [41]. We have also compared the results with the
state-of-the-art deep learning model SegNet [42] with single
depth. The reason for the worst performance of SegNet is
a small amount of training data. However, the SegNet well
performed on seen data and gives the 0.5187 dice and 60.49%
accuracy which has no worth. Figure 7 shows the visual
segmentation results of frames with DSC measure. The frames
with bad and good results are shown with the green color
annotations.
TABLE VI
AVERAGE S EGMENTATION R ESULTS C OMPARISON WITH E XISTING
S EGMENTATION M ETHODS
Methods
Kmean (Color) [38]

Average DSC
0.4739

Average ACC
56.24%

Kmean (Color + Spatial) [39]

0.4798

54.56%

Mean-shift (Color) [40]

0.3770

53.67%

Mean-shift (Color + Spatial) [41]

0.4073

54.80%

Normalized Cut (Color) [13]

0.5200

55.73%

SegNet [42]

0.2905

29.45%

∆E Manual

0.5187

57.44%

∆E Automatic

0.5063

56.88%

TABLE VII
A P ERFORMANCE C OMPASSION OF P ROPOSED S YSTEM WITH R ELATED
E XISTING CAD X S YSTEMS BASED ON AVERAGE ACC S AND AUC S
Ref.
[11]

Descriptors
GHT

ACC
86.1%

AUC
0.91

[35]

AHT

83.1%

0.85

[43]

G2LCM

87.2%

0.91

Image-Level

XYZ Color-Texture

86.1%

0.90

Lesion-Level

HSV Color

86.6%

0.91

Table VII shows the comparison of the mean accuracies and
AUCs of existing methods that are used for the classification of
CH images. The best image-level and lesion-level accuracies
and AUCs are highlighted in bold. This comparison shows
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Figures show the visual segmentation results on abnormal frames with DSC, (a) good segmentation results on CH frames, (b) bad segmentation
results CH frame

that similar performance can be achieved by extracting less
complex descriptors.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS
Automated detection of gastric diseases from endoscopy
frames has gained much importance in the field of medical
image analysis. Chromoendoscopy offers visual enhancement
in the mucosal surface for endoscopist by staining using dyes.
However, finding the abnormal frames from an endoscopic
procedure is a challenging task and requires much expertise.
Computer-aided analysis of gastric abnormalities can be done
using analysis of endoscopic frames. Color and texture are
two basic descriptors that can be used for the analysis of
gastric frames. In this paper, we have presented the analysis
of gastric frames by using color features by transforming
CH images into different color spaces. Then, local binary
patterns were extracted for texture description of CH frames.
The performance comparisons show the HSV color space is
the best choice for color features extraction from CH frames.
Besides, the YCbCr and XYZ color spaces have shown the
best performance when the LBP features were extracted from
images that have been transformed into these color spaces.
Furthermore, ∆E (with manual template selection) segmentation method was used to extract the gastric lesion from CH
images. Then the support vector machine classification model

is trained on color and hybrid color-texture features which are
obtained from CH images and lesions. We have change the
template selection procedure in ∆E by using a trained model
to classify images prior to segmentation which makes this
procedure fully automated. In future, it would be interesting to
use these color features with other texture extraction method
to achieve optimum accuracy for classification. Moreover,
we have used only CH images. However, this work can be
extended by comparing the impact of colors on white light
endoscopy images.
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